HMI Lunchtime Lectures: Irish Visionaries in Science and Mathematics

Three more talks in our lunchtime series celebrating Irish science and Irish scientists.

1-2pm
Wednesday 6 and 20 April
Teatar M. Úi Chadhain (2041B) Arts Building TCD.

- 6 April: Roderick Gow (UC Dublin)
  Life and work of Provost George Salmon FRS.

- 20 April: Norman McMillan (IT Carlow)
  Imaginative thoughts on Tyndall’s contribution to evolution theory.

- 27 April: Peter E Childs (U Limerick)
  Kathleen Lonsdale.

The Teatar M. Úi Chadhain is on the main floor of the Arts building by Nassau Street.

Contact Siddhartha Sen (email: sen@maths.tcd.ie, ph: +353-1-608 1211) for more details.

Web site: http://www.hamilton.tcd.ie/events/Visionaries2005/